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Abstract: The problems of modern education are focused entirely on building a harmonious society in global
age. The burning issue of multiculturalism and studying foreign cultures in conditions of preserving national
identity is a key concept for national educational systems. The problem is exacerbated by complex international
psychological stereotypes which do not contribute to mutual understanding of students with multicultural
backgrounds.  I  propose  the  idea  of  cooperative  multicultural  understanding  through   studying  idioms.
For centuries the development of idiomatic systems (phraseological systems) was regarded as a culturally
unique individual process, governed by extralinguistic reasons: politics, time factors and cross-cultural
contacts. In this article I argue that besides all these factors there is a strong inner logic within the system of
idiomaticity (phraseology) itself, which governs the development of the system. Studying of this inner logic,
governing the development of idioms, demonstrates common features in all psycholinguistics cultures, rather
than disuniting factors. The studying of this inner logic of idiomaticity helps make educational  process  more
formative and descriptive. This logic coincides with the rules of the theory of information. In my study I analyze
idioms (phraseological units), belonging to 5 idiomatic systems (phraseological systems): (Chinese, Japanese,
British, American and Russian). With the help of on-line electronic linguistic corpuses (Chinese corpus),
KOTONOHA (Japanese corpus), BNC (British National Corpus), COCA (Corpus of Contemporary American
English) and Russian corpus (Russian National Corpus) I identify tendencies common to all these systems,
which comply with the main goals of modern global education - building a new global society of mutual respect
and shared knowledge which is able to overcome false psychological stereotypes.
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INTRODUCTION processes, a perception of cultural identification may

Mobility of students and global business identification may be actively discerned in social
corporations bring forth new challenges in the epoch of interactions. Among a group of friends, a perception of
state-of-the-art technology: search for union and deep cultural identification would be relatively  straightforward
understanding rather than a battle field for representatives through intimate knowledge of one another. One
of different nationalities. Modern educational institutions intriguing question is whether people with no knowledge
are viewed as main builders of global society. Yet, they of one another are able to discern others’ cultural
face many challenging problems, which tear apart this identification” [2].
global house under construction. “In reality any analysis Widely-spread fears and apprehensions are
of the social fabric, structure and dynamics of a society obviously seen in small multicultural jokes, which stress
needs at least something to say about the lines of conflict cross-cultural difference and hostility, rather than stress
which divide it, as well as the strategies and practices of uniting factors. Let us consider the following example of
power mobilized precisely to constitute and construct international humor discourse: “One day, an Asian man,
whatever gets understood as society” [1]. As Takeshi an American man and a French girl were on a train. Along
Hamamura and  Liman  Man  Wai  Li   rightfully  stress the ride, there was a short but dark tunnel. When they
“To  the  extent that cultural identification anchors the entered the tunnel, a kissing sound, then a slapping
self-system and implicates a wide range of psychological sound was heard. Once outside, everyone could see a

facilitate social understanding. As such, cultural
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large red mark on the American’s face. The French girl
thought, “That American probably tried to kiss me, but
accidentally kissed the Asian and he slapped him.” The
American thought, “The Asian tried to kiss the French girl
and she tried to slap him, but accidentally slapped me.”
Now, the Asian thought, “that was great! Me kiss pretty
French girl and slap crazy American! Can`t wait for next
tunnel!” [3]. As is seen from the joke, representatives of
different nationalities tend to take to one another; still
they are on the alert, commit acts of aggression and suffer
from mutual suspicion.

Very often the greatest social divide, including the
system of education, is hidden in erroneous
psychological stereotypes, which are hard to overcome.
According to D.L.Hamilton et al. “The basis for all Fig. 1:
stereotyping is the differential perception of groups.
Without such differentiation between groups, works by Shannon [8] and later it was developed by
stereotyping cannot occur” [4]. J. Wilson stresses that Soviet and Russian scholars [9]: “the system tries to find
stereotypes “… have been shown to be remarkably such response y, which enables the maximum of useful
resilient to change” [5]. information about the given stimuli x ’.

 I offer an idea that through studying idioms
(phraseological units) it is possible to identify cohesive L (X,Y) = H (Y) - H (Y/X) - ß R (X,Y)  max,
elements, which are common to psychologies and
cognitive structures of all nations. These common where H (Y) - the entropy of the system’s conditions, H
elements should be explained by education experts to (Y/X) - the entropy of the system’s mistakes and its
global citizens of present and future. I start proving this reactions to outer stimuli, R (X,Y) - the average
hypothesis from common features, observed by modern consumption of the system’s resource in Y condition
psycholinguistics and neurolinguistics. within all X environmental conditions, and ß - the

From the point of view of psycholinguistics idioms indicator of the system’s deficit (ß=0, when the system
are viewed as emotional units, analyzed by left and right has an unlimited energy resource,  ß=1 when the system
hemispheres in a pattern, similar to all nations. “Emotional has a very big energy deficit)” [10].
words trigger activation in other areas of the LH, such as According to the described above principle, all
the amygdala, orbitofrontal cortex and posterior cingulate informational systems develop within 2 main strategies:
gyrus, as well. These regions have been claimed to be part
of the limbic system (Fig. 1), which plays a key role in The Principle of Information Maximum
emotion processing” [6]. “The data from a large body of
research based on behavioral, electrophysiological and Tendency A Tendency B Tendency C
neuroimaging methodologies appear to converge in Expansion Idealization Resource Saving
indicating that both hemispheres are involved in the
processing of words with emotional meaning, albeit in Expansion is realized through new varieties and
different and probably complementary, ways.” [7]. numbers of environmental conditions, in which the

Now I proceed to the analyses of common structural analyzed system can exist. This tendency is sometimes
features of idioms. As any information system the system called ‘searching behavior’ tendency H (Y). While
of language can be described in terms of mathematical idealization is concentrated on the tendency to minimize
laws. I argue the axiom, supported by many scholars, that the system’s mistakes entropy, idealization is sometimes
the system of language must be analyzed exclusively in known as the ‘conservative behavior’ tendency H (Y/X).
linguistic terms. My central idea is that phraseology, as It is achieved mainly through the repetition of the best
part of psycholinguistic system as such, should be variants. Why certain idioms are more frequent than
analyzed within the framework of the principle of others? Due to idealization strategy some idioms are
information maximum.  This  idea  firstly  appeared   in  the selected by native speakers and repeated more frequently.
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I consider idiom frequencies as indicators of idealization generation  - from one generation to another. B 1 lán2
strategy. Corpus analysis provides reliable data to analyze zhuàng4 kuò4 - the storm of big waves  - magnificent,
these indicators. Resource saving is realized in 2 possible large-scale, oustanding. Luò4 j ng3 xià4 shí2 - to throw
ways: 1) minimizing the resource spent R (X,Y); 2) stones down at the person, who fell down into the well -
minimizing  the  indicator of the system’s deficit ß by to kick the man when he is down. Hún2 hún2 è4 è4 -
means of resource growth. Each phraseology system muddy, muddy, dirty, dirty  - silly. Chuân1 liú2 bù4 xî1
develops such resource saving strategies as repetition, - the river flows without stops  - to act continually,
parallelism and borrowings from other languages, as well without stops. Tóng2 zh u1 gòng4 jì4 - to help out each
as some individual strategies, which are analyzed other in one boat  - to act together in a trouble. Shu 3
separately for each language. shçn1 hu 3 rè4 - waters are deep, the flame is burning

All these tendencies are further described in my hot  - a big trouble. Shu 3 dào4 qú2 ch¨|ng2 - the water
article on the material of Chinese, Japanese, British, falls  into  canal naturally  - success comes naturally.
American and Russian phraseology. Common features, Shu 3 luò4 shí2 ch 1 - after the water is passing the
identified through my analyses testify to common features stones are revealed  - important things appear with the
of international psycholinguistics. passage of time. Shu 3 xiè4 bù4 t ng1 - the water can’t

Chinese Phraseology: Expansion, Idealization, Resource Idealization of Chinese phraseology is analyzed
Saving: My analysis of the Chinese idiomatic through frequency indexes, which I obtain using corpus
(phraseological) system is focused on 4-character idioms. data. For conducting this stage of research I used Chinese
“In Chinese lexical system Chinese idioms are a typical corpus at Leeds University. As idealization is achieved
unit. As an individual type in the domain of idioms, most through repetition of the most successful variants,
Chinese  idioms have some unique qualities. One of the ‘conservative behaviour’, I consider the most frequent
design features of most Chinese idioms on the dimension idioms the realizers of this stage of systematic growth of
of form characteristics is the four-character form the phraseology. The Leeds corpus of the Chinese language,
Chinese lexicon provides an exact number of the designed by Sergei Sharov, enables to see frequency
characters in such a unit. According to the statistics indexes in the Internet and business Chinese usage. I
given in Zhou [11], up to 95.57% entries in Dictionary of submit each idiom with the frequency index, indicating its
Chinese Idioms are four characters. The uniformity in form usage frequency in the Internet and business Chinese.
regulates to a large extent some other linguistic The most frequent idioms are viewed as the best examples
characteristics  of  Chinese  idioms, specifically of idealization strategy. Lín2 láng2 mãn3 mù4 - to hold
phonological and semantic distribution. Compatible with precious jade in the eyes  - a feast for the eyes [the
the rhythmical arrangement and prosodic features Internet - 701; business - 438]. Ti n1 j ng1 dì4 yì4 - right
represented by the two-plus-two syllables, a great number in the sky and on earth  - unalterable thruth [the Internet -
of Chinese idioms consist of double substructures, mostly 673; business - 545]. G n1 sh n1 dì4 gù4 - the root and
parallel with each other [12]. Branded with a distinct the base are firm  - deeply-rooted [the Internet - 642;
national style, Chinese idioms mirror the esthetic pursuit business - 687]. Dà4 míng2 d ng3 ding3 - a big name as
of symmetry deeply embedded in oriental thinking” [13]. a big tripod  - to enjoy extreme popularity [the Internet -

Expansion of Chinese phraseology is realized by 669; business - 432]. Rú2 hu 3 rú2 tú2 - to be flaming
involving in phraseological coding more and more realias red and bright as a water-lily  - in full swing [the Internet -
from day-to-day environment. Dì4 dà4 wù4 bó2 - big 629; business - 682]. Lái2 lóng2 qù4 mài4 - the dragon
land, rich in things  - a large country rich in natural is leaving, the mountain peak is coming  - ins and outs
resources. Lì4 zú2 zh 1 dì4 - a place to put a foot on  - 1) [the Internet - 614; business - 422].
to occupy a firm position; 2) a very small piece of land. Resource saving of Chinese phraseology is achieved
Câng1 hai3 s ng1 tián2 - a dark blue sea became a through a number of linguistic techniques: 1) the
mulberry field  - radical changes. Cáng2 w 1 nà4 gòu4 - polyfunctional nature of Chinese characters; 2) frequent
to keep and bring dirt  - to conceal criminals. Y 1 pán2 usage of 2-character idioms; 3) onomatopoeia; 4) parallel

sãn3 sh 1 - a tray with sand  - absence of unity. Jù4 constructions; 5) repetitions; 6) borrowings from English,
shâ1 chéng2 t 3 - a big pagoda is built from small which enrich Chinese phraseological system with new
particles of sand  - all big things start from small ones. terms; 7) borrowings from the speeches and treatises of
Shì4 shì4 dài4 dài4 - world, world, generation, Chinese philosophers and politicians, which enable the

get in  - completely packed.
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enrichment of Chinese phraseological system with new My further research demonstrates that all these
concepts. Let us consider these techniques in greater strategies are to be found in all other systems under
detail. analysis, which may serve as a ground for union of people

The polyfunctional nature of Chinese characters speaking different languages, rather than disintegrate
help the users of the language decode the message of the
idiom, analyzing the ideograms, its parts and keys. The
process of Chinese idioms decoding was successfully
demonstrated in a brilliant experiment, described in the
article ‘ERP correlates of compositionality in Chinese
idiom comprehension’ [13]. All idioms under analysis were
subdivided by the authors into 3 groups according to the
criteria of compositionality. Here I also have to add that
iconic nature of Chinese characters also help to decipher
the meaning and save phraseological resources.

Despite the abundance of 4-character idioms I have
to stress frequent usage of 2-character idioms as well.
Hçi1 x n1 - black heart  - evil, cruel [the Internet - 512;
business - 387], chì4 zì4 - red letters  - budget deficit [the
Internet - 587; business - 591]. Thus, speakers of Chinese
economize their pronunciation efforts and save
phraseological resources.

Onomatopoeia in Chinese is infrequent, but still I
have  an example  of this kind. Dà4 míng2 ding3 ding3 -
a name as big as a big tripod  - to enjoy extreme

popularity.
Parallel constructions are widely-spread in Chinese.

Zì4 yóu2 zì4zài4 - go through myself, live myself  - easy
and free life. Zì4 ji3 zì4 zú2 - my feet give me  - to be self
sufficient. Zì4 chu 1 zì4 léi2 - blow myself, beat myself  -
the person praising himself. Zì4 g o1 zì4 dà4 - I am tall
and big myself  - self-important. Gu3 sè4 gu3 xiâng1 -
old colour, old smell  - in old classical style. Here I

should also mention the case when 3 initial characters are
identical and the idioms differ only in their final element.
Lóng2 xi ng1 hu3 bù4 - dragon’s posture, tiger’s step -
awesome, impressive. Lóng2 xi ng1 hu3 shì4 - dragon’s
posture, tiger’s look  - ambitious (plans).

Repetitions of characters within one idiom. Leng3
yán2 l ng3 y 3 - a cold word, a cold speech  - sarcastic
comments. Qì4 shì4 xi ng1 xi ng1 - hot water is boiling
- awesome, frightening.

Borrowings of economic idioms from English. Ying3
z 1 j ng1 jì4 - black market. Ying3 z 1 gu3 piào4 - shadow
shares.

Borrowings from idiolects of Chinese philosophers.
The most popular source - Confucius. Sàng4 ji 1 zh 1
qu n3 - the abandoned dog from the house of a dead
person  - a lonely neglected person. This expression is
ascribed to Confucius, who was left by his disciples
during the period of Warrior States (V B.C. - 221A.D.).

them.

Japanese Phraseology: Expansion, Idealization, Resource
Saving: Though Japan is considered as a country of a
single nation, modern realities bring it in the line with
global mobility trends. “Scholars recognize that the
Japanese government’s insistence on retaining its ‘no
immigrant’ stance’ is at odds with what Japanese people
see happening on the ground in their neighborhoods”
[14]. Japanese idioms also are functioning according to
common features of expansion, idealization and resource
saving.

Expansion of Japanese phraseology is realized by
means of describing new fragments of day-to-day
discourse in idioms. Kakuchi de iku - to happen in every
land  - to happen everywhere. Chi no mono - the person
of the land  - a local citizen. Gadeninsui - to direct the
water only to one’s own field  - to think only about one’s
own interests. Doro o haku - to spit with dirt  - to repent.
Kashi o kaeru - to change the river bank  - to change
one’s occupation; to change the restaurant. Ano seno
hitoto naru - to become the person of that world  - to
die. Se ni deru - to appear in the world  - to be born; to
appear in society. Kokorono soko kara - from the
bottom of one’s heart  - very sincerely. Yama o kakeru -
to attach the mountain  - to risk. Mizu no awato naru -
to become the water foam  - to go to rack and ruin. Mizu

irazu - excluding water  - in an intimate circle. Mizu o
mukeru  - to  direct  the  water  - to worm out a secret.
Ten no tsuzuke - the help of the sky  - the help of the
God. Kokoro ni mo sora ni natte - the heart also became
the sky  - to be besides oneself with joy and happiness.
Suki o ukagau - to look for a hole  - to look for a chance,
a right moment. Hebinomichi wa hebi - snake’s road is
for the snake  - everyone has his own way in life. Me o
shirokuro saseru - to make the eyes white and black  - to
be extremely surprised.

Idealization of Japanese phraseology is analyzed
through frequency indexes, which I obtain using corpus
data. KOTONOHA on-line corpus of modern written
Japanese provides the contexts of a considerable time
period between 1880 to 2008. This on-line corpus was
designed by Japanese ministry of education, sport and
tourism with the assistance of national scholars of
Japanese. Each Japanese idiom under analysis is provided
with  an index of frequency and the years of occurrence in
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writing. There is not a strict division between the Internet Onomatopoeia is a typical feature of modern
communication and other types of communication as in
the above mentioned Chinese corpus, but all idioms used
in 2000-2008 were mentioned in Yahoo blogs. Amakudari -
the descending from the sky  - 1) directed from the

heavens; 2) a pensioner [326 contexts. From 1930 to 2008].
Shubi - the head and the tail - the matter of the case [289
contexts.  From  1910 to 2008]. Kido: ni noru - to sit on
the  track   - to  take  t he  right  course  [253  contexts.
From 1920 to 2008]. Yo o saru - to leave this world  - to
die [275 contexts. From 1860 to 2008]._Kokorono soko
kara - from the bottom of one’s heart  - very sincerely
[270 contexts. From 1890 to 2008]._ Kaze o hiku - to
stretch the  wind  - to catch a cold [194 contexts.
From1900 to 2008]. To:ge o koeru - to cross the mountain
summit   - to overcome a critical point [160 1890 - 2005].
Issekinicho: - to kill two birds with one stone  - to
achieve two goals at once [144 contexts. From 1910 to
2008]. Hi no kuruma - fire carriage  - extreme poverty [46
contexts. From 1860 to 2008]. Neko no hitai hodo - like
cat’s forehead  - very little [38 contexts. From 1920 to
2008].

Resource saving of Japanese phraseology is
achieved along the lines of Chinese phraseology. This
trend may be explained by long contacts of Japan with
China and a common hieroglyphic writing system. Thus
resource savings of Japanese phraseology show a steady
trend of resemblance with Chinese phraseology: 1) the
polyfunctional nature of Japanese characters; 2) frequent
usage of 2-character idioms; 3) onomatopoeia; 4) parallel
constructions; 5) repetitions; 6) borrowings from English,
which enrich Chinese phraseological system with new
terms; 7) borrowings from Chinese phraseology. Let us
outline main features and peculiar trends of Japanese
idioms.

Polyfunctional nature of characters combine both
aesthetic and meaning in Japanese and Chinese.

2-character idioms are frequent in modern Japanese.
Amakudari - the descending from the sky  - 1) directed
from  the  heavens;  2) a pensioner [326 contexts. From
1930 to 2008]. Shubi - the head and the tail  - the matter
of the case [289 contexts. From 1910 to 2008]. Borrowed
from Chinese 4-character idioms may be viewed as a
resource saving strategy as well, because generally
Japanese idioms consist of several words rather than 4
characters. Such 4-character idioms are frequent in
modern Japanese. Kokon to:zai - old, modern, East,
West  - in all times and in all countries [108 contexts. From
1910 to 2005]. Un san mu sho: - the cloud and the fog are
disappearing  - to disappear completely [31contexts. From
1910 to 2008].

Japanese phraseology. It is more widely spread in
Japanese than in Chinese. Baribari kamu - to nibble with
crunch. Baribari saku - to tear. Baribari yaru - to work
hard. Battarikonakunari - to stop visits. Batinto butsu -
to spat. Biribiri kanjiru - to feel. Bishyo: bishyo: ni
nureru - to get soaked in. Bityabitya aruku - to walk
slapping. Bura bura aruku - to walk around slowly.

Parallel constructions. Uzo:muzo: - there are
elephants, there are no elephants  - people of all kinds, a
crowd. Ki wa ki, kane wa kane - a tree is a tree, metal is
metal - you can’t mix incompatible things. Some of
parallel constructions result in rhyme. Itakumo kayukumo
(nai) - it doesn’t hurt and it doesn’t itch  - to have no
significance, be irrelevant.

Repetitions. Wa ni wa o kakeru - to add a ring to a
ring  -to exaggerate. Umisen yamasen - 1000 seas, 1000
mountains  - an experienced person, an old hand.

Borrowings from English. Besuto o tsukusu - to do
one’s best [50 contexts. From 1880 to 2008]. Besuto ten -
best ten [16 contexts. From 1930 to 2008]. Iromegane de
miru - to watch through coloured glasses  - to see
everything optimistically [8 contexts. 1940-2008].

Borrowings from Chinese. Frequent 4-character
idioms in modern Japanese. Fu:rin kazan - wind, forest,
fire, mountain  [21 contexts. From 1930 to 2008]. Chimi
mo:ryo: - evil spirits of mountains and rivers  - horrible
monsters [35contexts. From 1910 to 2008]. Meikyo: shisui
- a  clear  looking glass and stable water  - a calm spirit
[16 contexts. From 1930 to 2008].

British and American Phraseology: Expansion,
Idealization, Resource Saving: “The English language in
Britain evolves constantly. Foreign words have long been
de rigueur (pilfered most notably from the French) and
today  they’re  absorbed from all over the place. In 2007,
for example, the word wiki found its way into the Oxford
English Dictionary, derived from a Hawaiian word
meaning quick but now meaning quick but now applied to
a certain type of Internet site. … Metaphor and simile are
equally prone to rapid evolution. The British love new,
glib phrases (it’s a country where pretty much anything
can go ‘pear-shaped’, particularly when it’s ‘cheap as
chips’), repeated interminably for a couple of years until
some intangible social code decides they’re ‘past their
sell-by date’… urban Britain is particularly inventive, it’s
multicultural streets generating a new tongue for the 21st

century with the unstoppable rise of Jafaican. Despite the
name, experts claim it’s not actually an affectation but a
shift in language born of multicultural mingling in post-
war  Britain,  most  notably with the mix of Jamaican, West
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African and Bangladeshi cultures. Such has been BNC complement each other nicely and they are only
Jafaican’s growth that today you’ll find youngsters from
Tower Hamlets to Torquay calling each other ‘blud’ and
discussing whether those ‘skets’ is butters” [15]. This
diversity of English vocabulary is the result of massive
immigration to Britain and an evident fact of a new global
community in this country. “Britain has to find a way to
strengthen its national identity and has to find national
myths that are powerful enough to unite and inspire an
increasingly diverse population, especially among
immigrant groups who have negative memories of
Britain’s role in major historical events and who are more
sensitive to Britain’s responses to these events” [16].

As in other languages expansion of British and
American phraseology is realized by means of describing
various  fragments  of  day-to-day discourse in idioms.
One and the same object of day-to-day routine may be
used in various contexts: better nature, one's true nature,
against nature, second nature, to enter the field, Mother
earth, to take the field, to stand one's ground, to be back
to earth, to be down-to-earth, not for the world, world
without end, to think the world of smb., light at the end
of the tunnel, to stand in the gap, to test the waters, a
drop in the ocean, to break the ice, pie in the sky, under
a cloud, over the moon, rain or shine, silver lining, under
the sun, thin air, to make way for smb., one way or
another, to lead the way, by the way, no way, (as) white
as a sheet/as death/as snow/as milk, things look black,
(as) black as night/as death/as coal/as pitch, black
looks, Black Country, Black Country, to beat black and
blue, black and tan, black gang, black hand, black in
the face, to be in the black, (as) red as blood/as a beet,
to be in (the) red, red alert, to cut red tape, red herring,
the red carpet, red light district, to paint the town red,
(as) blue as the sky/heaven/the sea, blue in the face, blue
note, blue study, blue fear, blue devils, as green as
emerald/sea, yellow jersey, in the pink (in the pink (of
health)), yellow streak, brown study, true blue, red tape,
black market.

Idealization strategy of British and American
phraseology is analyzed by checking frequencies using
BNC (British National Corpora) and COCA (Corpora of
Contemporary American). This type of analysis is very
important as it helps demonstrate to which variety of
modern English, British or American, this or that idiom
belongs. ‘The Corpus of Contemporary American English
(450 million words) is more than four times as large as the
British National Corpus (100 million words). As a result, it
often provides data for lower-frequency constructions
that  are  not  available  from  the  BNC.  …  COCA and the

large, well-balanced corpora of English that are publicly-
available. The BNC has better coverage of informal,
everyday conversation, while COCA is much larger and
more recent, which has important implications for the
quantity and quality of the data overall’ (Corpus of
Contemporary American). By the way [BNC - 1520; COCA
- 13772]. In many ways [BNC - 289; COCA - 1789]. To
make way for smb. [BNC - 274; COCA - 785].To lead the
way [BNC - 575; COCA -2299]. Black market [BNC - 158;
COCA - 1020]. Red tape [BNC - 130; COCA - 700]. To be
down-to-earth [BNC - 142; COCA - 661]. Silver lining
[BNC - 52; COCA - 493]. Mother earth [BNC - 40; COCA -
357]. To stand one's ground [BNC - 78; COCA - 315].
Light at the end of the tunnel [BNC - 34; COCA - 266].
Top dog [BNC - 57; COCA - 255]. Second nature [BNC -
80;  COCA  -  270].  Dark  horse [BNC - 20; COCA - 258].
To take the field [BNC - 51; COCA - 239]. To enter the
field [BNC - 19; COCA - 200]. Under a cloud [BNC - 34;
COCA - 130].

Resource saving of British-American phraseology is
achieved by the following strategies: 1) alliteration,
assonance; 2) 2-word idioms; 3) parallel constructions; 4)
repetitions; 5) polysemy and synonymy; 6)
decomposition of proverbs and sayings; 7) borrowings
from other languages and literary works of English-writing
authors; 8) simple verb forms in habitual aspect, rather
than verb forms in continuous or perfect aspects, which
require an auxiliary verb and a verb. Let us consider these
strategies.

Alliteration. A pig in a poke. To see the sunny sides
of life. To make a mountain out of the molehill.
Assonance. True blue, top dog.

Two-word idioms. Dark horse, watch dog, odd fish,
silver linen.

Parallel constructions. In like a lion, out like a
lamb.

Repetitions. Out of sight, out of mind.
Polysemy. Of the first water: 1) (of a diamond or

pearl) of the greatest brilliance and transparency; 2) used
to refer to a person or thing that is unsurpassed of their
kind, typically in an undesirable way. 

Synonymy. To close [BNC - 102; COCA - 543] / fill
[BNC - 141; COCA - 291] / bridge the gap [BNC - 148;
COCA - 440]. How [BNC - 210; COCA - 267], why [BNC -
176; COCA - 330], where [BNC - 58; COCA - 117], who
[BNC - 38; COCA - 54], etc.) on earth. (As) white as a
sheet [BNC - 22; COCA - 55], as a ghost [BNC - 1; COCA -
23], as death [BNC - 4; COCA - 1], as snow [BNC - 18;
COCA -50], as milk [BNC - 1; COCA - 9]).
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Decomposition of proverbs and sayings. Silver linen Idealization. Frequencies of Russian idioms were
as part of a bigger proverb “every cloud has a silver
linen”.

Borrowings. From French. All cats are grey in the
dark (all cats are grey in the dark (èëè in the night)): [la
nuit tous les chats sont gris]. To pull smb.'s chestnuts out
of the fire (pull smb.'s (èëè the) chestnuts out of the fire
(pull the chestnuts out of the fire for smb.)): [tirer les
marrons du feu]. To buy a pig in a poke: [acheter chat en
poche]. From German. A place in the sun: [Platz an der
Sonne]. From the Bible. To cast into outer darkness -
[Matthew XXV, 30]. Egyptian darkness - [Exodus X, 22].
From W. Shakespeare. Sound and fury. Macbeth: "...Out,
out, brief candle! Life's but a walking shadow; a poor
player That struts and frets his hour upon the stage And
then is heard no more: it is a tale Told by an idiot, full of
sound and fury, Signifying nothing. " (W. Shakespeare,
‘Macbeth’, act. V, sc. 5). From J. Milton. To hide one's
head (hide one's (diminished) head) ‘O thou that with
surprising glory crown'd, Look'st from thy sole dominion
like the God Of this new world; at whose sight all the stars
Hide their diminished heads... (J. Milton, ‘Paradise Lost’,
book IV, stanza 35).

Simple verb forms. I use her stuff in all my fashion
segments all the time and people go bananas.
(CNN_Showbiz. John Travolta following Tom Cruise`s
tactics in dealing with masseuse sexual assault claims.
Jay-Z. 2012 (120515)).

Russian Phraseology: Expansion, Idealization, Resource
Saving: Russian phraseology follows the same trend,
observed in other cultures under analyses. Expansion of
Russian phraseology is based on describing various
concepts of day-to-day routine by nature in the nature of
things not to feel the earth beneath one’s feet to be
greatly impressed on land and in the sea everywhere as if
had got under the earth  - to disappear completely to
trample smb. down into the dirt  - to defame to discover
America (again)  - to reinvent the wheel. Moscow wasn’t
built during one day  - the accomplishment of big work
requires much time one person is not a warrior in a
battlefield  - it is very difficult to achieve any results
working alone berries from the same field birds of feather
between two fires between the devil and the deep sea.
you can’t find it during daytime with a light very hard to
find like mushrooms after a rain to appear very quickly
and in large quantities as fresh as a cucumber very fresh
and good-looking women’s summer Indian summer to
throw to the wind to waste, to lose to a hot hand to cross
smb’s pass.

checked with the help of the Russian National on-line
Corpus. The indexes contain 2 indicators: 1) the number
of  documents;  2)  the  number  of  entries  white  house
the residence of the Russian government, the residence of
the U.S.A. government administration [608 documents,
1071 entries] in the light of smth. [577 documents, 782
entries] from  year  to  year  regularly  [275  documents,
314 entries] the lion’s part the biggest part of smth. [238
documents, 253 entries] not behind the mountains very
near [143 documents, 150 entries] to the bottom. Bottoms
up! [140 documents, 189 entries] under the open sky in
the open air [174 documents, 195 entries] a white spot an
unknown territory [120 documents, 138 entries] as a fish
in water very easy [43 documents, 52 entries].

Resource saving of Russian phraseology is achieved
by the following strategies: 1) parallel constructions,
repetitions; 2) polysemy and synonymy; 3) simple verb
forms in perfect aspect. Such forms are shorter in Russian;
4) borrowings from other languages.

Parallel constructions and repetitions. As you go,
so you eat” “eye for eye, tooth for tooth”.

Frequency of perfect aspect of simple verbs, rather
than progressive aspect of simple verbs.

Borrowings. From A.S. Pushkin: From English.
Iron curtain, cold war.

CONCLUSION

The results of the analyses stress two fundamental
outcomes: 1) common psycholinguistic and
neurolinguistic mechanisms of idiom comprehension by
two hemispheres (right and left), which can be deducted
from common brain function mechanisms; 2) common
mechanisms of expansion, idealization and resourse
saving. My research has demonstrated that it is possible
to carry out the research of idioms along the lines of
information theory.

The process of phraseology development can be
described according to 3 main directions: expansion,
idealization and resource saving. Expansion is realized
through engaging new objects of reality in idiomatic
coding. Idealization is given by form of repetition of the
most frequent linguistic units identified with the help of
electronic on-line corpuses. Resource saving is achieved
by means of borrowing, parallel constructions, rhyming
and alliterations. These strategies can be identified even
in such structurally different languages as Chinese and
English, Japanese and Russian. The common features
testify to the idea of similar cognitive principles, lying
behind major world languages.
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